Apply for Jane Street’s upcoming Quantitative Trading Camp (QTC)!

Over the course of several days, a select group of students from universities in Germany and Switzerland will explore the real-world ways we use math and probability concepts in our day-to-day work. Participants will engage with mathematical and financial topics — including probability, market structure, and arbitrage — through a combination of short lectures, interactive group games, and mock trading sessions.

Attendees will also receive a detailed look at how all the different roles and teams within our firm work together to solve complex problems.

Apply at: janestreet.com/apply-qtc-ldn/

Deadline to apply: 04/02/2024

When: 4 - 5 April 2024

Where: Jane Street London Office

Jane Street will cover all travel expenses to and from London, as well as housing and a variety of social events. Please reach out to work@janestreet.com with questions.